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If your tummy’s rumbling like the mouse’s,
it might be time for some tasty tea time treats …

It ’s Gruffalo Tea Time
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• Wrap the sandwich in foil
before toasting over a fire.

Make your favourite sandwich and cut two sides off,
just like the picture, so that you have an owl’s
body and two wings. Arrange them on a
plate and ask a grown-up to do some
slicing for you. Add cucumber and carrot
slices for eyes. Put raisins
or blueberries in the middle of
the eyes and cut a black olive
for the beak. Make feet out of pieces
of carrot or cheese. Toowhoo!

What big eyes the G
ruffalo has!

Ask a grown-up to cut circles of
ready sliced cheese. Lay them
on top of round crackers,
with a raisin, olive or half
a grape in the middle.

Gruffalo Eyes

Challenge Award, bringing clever ideas and new activities to this challenge. Find out more at scouts.org.uk/gruffaloexplorers

Celebrating the new Gruffalo Explorers books, fun fact-filled nature spotter guides, The Gruffalo is partnering the Beaver My Outdoors

Wash a packet of green grapes, pull
them off their stems and put them
in a bowl.

Poisonous Warts

“Toowhit Toowhoo” Toasted Sandwiches
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This activity helps support the My Outdoor Challenge Award requirement 1

• Now try adding your
Sweet Snow Gruffalo
to a stick and roasting
it over a fire

Stick three white marshmallows together using a tube of
white icing. Cut a raisin in half for the two eyes and glue
on with more icing. Then use red “writing” icing for the
nose. Stick on mini marshmallows for the arms. Scatter
desiccated coconut around the Gruffalo for
a snowy effect.

Sweet Snow Gruffalos
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